Motivation: Research in the emerging field of epitranscriptomics is increasingly generating comprehensive maps of chemical modifications in messenger RNAs (mRNAs). A computational framework allowing a reproducible and standardised analysis of these mRNA modification data is missing, but will be crucial for reliable functional meta-gene analyses and cross-study comparisons.
Introduction

1
Various chemical nucleoside modifications have been shown to occur in messenger RNAs (mR-2 NAs). Emerging evidence suggests that these mRNA modifications may have critical regulatory in turn may potentially a↵ect all steps of mRNA metabolism, from splicing of pre-mRNAs to 5 mRNA localisation, translation and stability (see e.g. [7, 6] , and references therein). Two promi- nucleotide resolution, establishing the new research field of epitranscriptomics (reviewed in e.g. 10 [6] , see also [8, 1, 3, 4] ). As the list of mRNA modifications continues to increase (both in 11 terms of numbers of identified sites and modification type), so does the need for a standardised 12 framework allowing for a consistent and reproducible analysis of these modifications.
13
We introduce RNAModR, an R package that allows the reproducible statistical analysis 14 and visualisation of RNA modifications on the transcriptome level, providing insight into the 15 functional role of these RNA modifications on e.g. local RNA structure, mRNA stability, trans-16 lation etc. A comparison with published results involving di↵erent RNA modification data 17 demonstrates that RNAModR reproduces key findings, and therefore represents a robust anal-18 ysis framework for the reproducible meta-gene analysis involving RNA modification data.
Methods
20
RNAModR has been implemented as a set of tools available through a package within the statis-21 tical computing environment R ( [5] ), and is compatible with R versions 3.0 or later. RNAModR 22 depends on a list of existing R/Bioconductor packages that facilitate the mapping of genomic 23 to transcriptomic loci and provide methods for handling genome and transcriptome annotations 24 and sequences. Specific details are provided in the RNAModR package manual, in the supple-25 mentary materials and on the public github project page. The package can be downloaded and 26 installed directly from https://github.com/mevers/RNAModR. As minimal input, RNAModR 27 requires a list of genomic loci of RNA modifications in the BED (browser extensible data) file 28 format.
29
Within RNAModR we provide sample data compiled from transcriptome-wide profiling stud-30 ies of di↵erent RNA modifications in human cell lines: N(1)-methyladenosine (m 1 A) modifica-31 tions from [2] , N 6 -methyladenosine (m 6 A) and N 6 ,2'-O-dimethyladenosine (m 6 Am) modifica-32 tions from [4] , and 5-methylcytidine (m 5 C) modifications from [8] . All sample data are included 33 as BED files, with genome coordinates based on the GRCh38/hg38 genome assembly version; we 34 provide R scripts in the supplementary materials to reproduce results shown here. We empha-35 sise that RNAModR is not limited to methylation-type modification data, but can be applied 36 to other RNA modification data such as pseudouridine, A-to-I editing etc.
37
We discuss key steps in a typical RNAModR workflow analysing a set of RNA modifications 38 provided as a BED file of genomic loci.
39
Transcriptome construction
40
In a first step RNAModR generates a custom reference transcriptome (function BuildTx()). The 41 function automatically downloads a UCSC RefSeq-based reference genome and annotation, and 42 constructs a custom transcriptome. To allow for unique identification of sites with transcripts 43 and to avoid double-counting of sites located in multiple transcript isoforms, we collapse the 44 transcriptome by choosing for every gene the transcript isoform with the longest CDS (coding 45 sequence) and longest adjoining 5'/3'UTRs (untranslated regions) among the set of transcript 46 isoforms. The resulting canonical transcriptome is stored locally for further downstream analysis, 47 and contains position and sequence information on non-overlapping transcript sections per gene; 48 "transcript sections" are defined as a promoter region (up to 1000 nt upstream of the 5'UTR 49 start site), 5'UTR, CDS, 3'UTR, and introns. To guarantee reproducibility of results, the same 50 reference transcriptome can and should be used for additional analyses. RNAModR currently 51 supports human and mouse genomes based on the two latest genome assembly versions (human: 52 hg38, hg19; mouse: mm10, mm9), but can be extended to allow for other organisms.
53
Mapping to transcriptome 54 We use the canonical transcriptome to map genomic loci of RNA modifications to positions 55 within di↵erent transcript sections (function SmartMap(...)) . We provide visualisation rou-56 tines to assess the distribution of sites across and within di↵erent transcript sections (functions 57 PlotSectionDistribution(...), PlotSpatialDistribution(...)).
58
Functional analyses
59
Functional analyses aim at providing insight into spatial or functional associations of RNA 60 modifications with particular transcript features (e.g. transcript sections, GC content, splice-61 sites), and/or secondary data (e.g. RNA-binding protein target sites etc.). For example, an 62 enrichment analysis may explore the enrichment or depletion of RNA modifications within a 63 particular transcript section, or whether RNA modifications localise with particular transcript 64 features such as the start codon, stop codon, etc. In order to do so, we have implemented 65 statistical methods (based on multiple Fisher's exact tests) to assess the enrichment of observed 66 sites relative to a list of sites based on a suitable null distribution. The latter can be provided 67 manually as a list of empirical "null" sites based on alignment data (for example a list of all non-68 modified nucleotides of the same type), or can be generated automatically using two di↵erent 69 approaches: In a nucleotide abundance-specific approach (function GenerateNull(..., method 70 = "ntAbund", nt = ...) we use the position information and abundance of all non-modified 71 nucleotides of type N in transcript sections that contain at least one modified nucleotide modN ; 72 a permutation-based approach (function GenerateNull(..., method = "perm")) generates a 73 set of null sites by uniform-randomly permuting the position of a modified nucleotide within 74 the corresponding transcript section. It is important to note that the choice of null sites might 75 critically a↵ect the results of the enrichment analyses; in the case of large non-uniformity of 76 nucleotide abundances within transcript sections, we strongly recommend using alignment data-77 derived null sites or null sites inferred from the nucleotide abundance-specific approach. Please 78 see also the supplementary materials for further details involving the statistical enrichment 79 analysis. We also provide routines to visualise nucleotide abundances within a user-defined window 89 centred around the RNA modification and "null" sites. RNAModR can visualise corresponding 90 sequence logos (function PlotSeqLogo(...)), and evaluate and visualise the di↵erence in the 91 distribution of GC content using a two-tailed two-sample t-test (function PlotGC(...).
92
Results and conclusion 3. m 5 C from Ref. [8] All plots were generated using RNAModR functions, with minimal post-processing to increase readability. OR=8.042 p=0.000e+00
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• Site abundances are binned and shown as the number of sites per bin across a fixed window. Both the window size and bin width can be changed by the user, see the corresponding help files in R (e.g. ?PlotSpatialDistribution). In above figure, the window size is 1000 nt, and the bin width 20 nt.
• The number in the title (in above figure, N = 4671) refers to the total number of sites within the shown window.
• By default, spatial abundance plots are shown with 95% confidence intervals (CI). CI's are derived from an empirical bootstrap procedure by sampling with replacement from the spatial data. The default sampling size is 5000 and can be changed by the user. Corresponding empirical bootstrapbased 95% CI's are shown as red shaded areas surrounding the abundance values per bin; the dashed red lines show Lowess-smoothed 95% CI's.
Enrichment plots
An example of a typical spatial enrichment plot is shown in the following figure, based on m 6 A data from [5] . Null sites correspond to all non-methylated adenosines from transcripts that contain at least one m 6 A site (generated using the RNAModR function negSites <-GenerateNull ( 
log10(OR)
We summarise key aspects and quantities of the plot:
• The solid red line shows log10-transformed odds-ratios (OR's), with the corresponding y-axis shown on the left side of the plot. The OR in bin i is calculated as OR = Number of positive sites in bin i Number of null sites in bin i
. Number of positive sites across all bins except i
Number of null sites across all bins except i .
Shaded red areas indicate 95% confidence intervals of the OR's, obtained from assessing the statistical significance of OR using Fisher's exact test.
• Statistical significance is assessed using Fisher's exact tests against a null hypothesis of OR = 1.
Resulting multiple Fisher's exact tests give a p-value for every OR per bin. We correct raw p-values for multiple hypothesis testing using the method of Benjamini and Hochberg [2] . Resulting multipletesting adjusted and log10-transformed p-values are shown by the blue bars, with the corresponding y-axis shown on the right side of the plot. • Values on the x-axis give the ranges per bin, with a round (square) bracket indicating an exclusive (inclusive) value. Equivalently to abundance plots, both the window size and bin width can be changed by the user, see the corresponding help files in R (e.g. ?PlotSpatialEnrichment). In above figure, the window size is 1000 nt, and the bin width 20 nt.
• The numbers in the title give the the total number of positive sites (in above figure, N(m6A) = 4671) and null sites (in above figure, N(null m6A) = 841589) within the shown window. The last line in the title may also contain details on the spatial reference point (if applicable), e.g. in above figure, spatial positions are relative to the 3' end of the CDS.
Sample data included in RNAModR
All sample data are provided in the BED (browser extensible data) file format. Genomic coordinates are based on the human hg38 reference genome.
1. List of m 1 A modifications from Ref. [3] 2. List of m 6 A modifications from Ref. [5] 3. List of m 5 C modifications from Ref. [8] 4. List of eIF3 target loci from Ref. [6] 5. List of eIF4AIII target loci from Ref. [7] 6. List of YTHDF2 target loci from Ref. [9] 7. List of AGO1-4 target loci from Ref. [4] 8. List of TargetScan-based miRNA target loci [1] 4 R script to reproduce all figures 
